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Abstract—Cognitive radio significantly mitigates the
spectrum scarcity for various applications built on wireless
communication. Current techniques on mobile cognitive
ad hoc networks (MCADNs), however, cannot be directly
applied to time-critical applications due to channel inter-
ference, node mobility as well as unexpected primary user
activities. In multichannel multiflow MCADNs, it becomes
even worse because multiple links potentially interfere with
each other. In this paper, we propose a delay-minimized
routing (DMR) protocol for multichannel multiflow MCADNs.
First, we formulate the DMR problem with the objective of
delay minimization. Next, we propose a delay prediction
model based on a conflict probability. Finally, we design
the minimized path delay as a routing metric, and propose
a heuristic joint routing and channel assignment algorithm
to solve the DMR problem. Our DMR can find out the path
with a minimal end-to-end (e2e) delay for time-critical data
transmission. NS2-based simulation results demonstrate
that our DMR protocol significantly outperforms related
proposals in terms of average e2e delay, throughput, and
packet loss rate.

Index Terms—Channel assignment, delay prediction,
mobile cognitive radio network, routing, signal collision.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communication is steadily increasing in var-
ious applications because it can offer several Advan-
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Fig. 1. Motivation scenario for our DMR protocol. (a) Joint routing and
channel assignment. (b) Delay-minimized routing.

tages over traditional wired communication systems such as
enhanced physical mobility and fewer infrastructure require-
ments [1]. Unfortunately, with the rapid growth of wireless ap-
plications, channel competition is becoming more and more
serious due to the severe scarcity in the unlicensed spectrum.
Cognitive radio is a promising technique to improve the ef-
ficiency of a licensed spectrum by the dynamic spectrum ac-
cess. In mobile cognitive ad hoc networks (MCADNs), sec-
ondary users (SUs) frequently sense activities of primary users
(PUs) and opportunistically access idle licensed channels of
PUs [2].

The uncertainty of PUs’ activities, cochannel interference
among SUs, and node mobility in MCADNs significantly
affect the delay and reliability of time-critical applications.
In multichannel multiflow MCADNs, it becomes even worse
because multiple links potentially interfere with each other,
which prevents MCADNs from real-time applications with
a specified delay [3]. When a traffic accident occurs, a new
navigation path should be sent to neighboring cars as soon as
possible, for example, otherwise more cars will be blocked
around the accident point.

To minimize the end-to-end (e2e) delay, we have to ad-
dress two key issues in the design of routing protocols. First,
routing and channel assignment should be jointly considered
[4] because available channels of SUs are location- and time-
dependent. As shown in Fig. 1, there are eight secondary users
SUs , SU1–SU6 , and SUd and three primary users PU1 , PU2 , and
PU3 in an MCADN. At this moment, PU1 , PU2 , and PU3 are
sending packets using their licensed channels c1 , c2 , and c3 , re-
spectively. Simultaneously, a delay-sensitive flow fk needs to be
transmitted from SUs to SUd . Suppose each SU can cover only
its direct neighboring nodes, there are three path candidates
for fk : Pfk

1 =SUs→SU1→SU2→SUd , Pfk

2 =SUs→SU4→
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SU6→SUd , and Pfk

3 =SUs→SU3→ SU5→SUd . Since SUs
should not interfere with any PU, SU2 has no available channel
currently. As a result, Pfk

1 cannot be selected for fk . Instead, Pfk

2

and Pfk

3 can be respectively assigned the following interference-
free channels such that Pfk

2 =SUs
c2−→SU4

c3−→SU6
c1−→SUd and

Pfk

3 =SUs
c1−→SU3

c3−→SU5
c2−→SUd , as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Second, it is also indispensable to set up a delay estima-
tion model to capture a cochannel interference. Once again,
for the above two candidate paths Pfk

2 and Pfk

3 , we need
an accurate delay model to decide which one is better in
terms of the e2e delay. In Fig. 1(b), let the e2e delay of
the two paths be D

P
f k
2

=104 + 92 + 104=300 and D
P

f k
3

=

92 + 92 + 92=276 ms. In this case, we should select Pfk

3
as the path of fk , which integratedly considers the above
two issues.

In recent years, the cross-layer design has been studied in
the wireless networking for throughput optimization [5], [6],
reliability guarantee [7], QoS-aware communication [8], and
so on. Some researchers also proposed effective transmission
time [9], [10] and spectrum switching delay [11] to control
the e2e delay, based on cross-layer interactions. Unfortunately,
these works cannot solve how to calculate the channel collision
probability, while it is the key point of various delay models.

Based on the above analysis, in this paper, we investigate
the delay-minimized routing (DMR) protocol for multichannel
multiflow MCADNs, which can be used for real-time industrial
applications, e.g., information services in vehicular ad hoc net-
works and wireless network-based indoor positioning system.
Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) We formulate the DMR problem to minimize the e2e
delay in MCADNs for time-critical applications.

2) We propose an e2e delay prediction model, which con-
sists of transmission time (TT) and media access time
(MAT). Using the channel collision probability, we model
expected transmission time (ETT) and expected me-
dia access time (EMAT) to quantitatively predict the
e2e delay.

3) We propose a novel routing metric based on the ETT and
EMAT to capture the channel interference.

4) Based on the proposed routing metric, we design a dis-
tributed DMR protocol for DMR and channel assignment
in MCADNs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review related work. Section III describes the ref-
erence model of MCADNs and formulates the DMR problem.
In Section IV, we present a delay prediction model based on
the collision probability, and propose an e2e delay-based rout-
ing metric. Section V presents a new distributed DMR algo-
rithm. In Section VI, we evaluate our DMR algorithm. Finally,
Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

We review the related work about cross-layer design and e2e
delay in wireless cognitive networks.

The cross-layer design typically requires a tight coupling be-
tween the routing and the spectrum management. Some works

aimed to maximize network throughput [5], [6]. Pefkianakis
et al. [5] pointed out that the network throughput is a function
of time and spectrum, and estimated the spectrum utilization
time to assign channels efficiently. Spectrum utility was pro-
posed in [6], together with a new algorithm that is aimed to
maximize throughput by jointly considering routing, spectrum
allocation, and power control. Minimizing the interference be-
tween different sessions while providing throughput and relia-
bility guarantee was investigated in [7], which jointly considered
route selection and channel assignment.

Many classical e2e delay models take both routing and chan-
nel assignment into consideration. Chowdhury and Di Felice
[12] used the hop number as the routing metric and modified the
ad-hoc distance vector protocol for cognitive networks. How-
ever, these schemes cannot estimate the e2e path delay properly.
A routing metric that takes spectrum switching delay and back-
off delay into account was proposed in [11]. Moreover, the
effective transmission time metric [9] captures the transmis-
sion delays of links. Spectrum-tree based on-demand routing
protocol (STODRP) [10] uses a routing metric that combines
transmission delay, channel switching delay, and protocol delay.
In all these delay-oriented related proposals, the channel colli-
sion probability plays an important role to exactly estimate the
delay. In cognitive networks, however, channel collision proba-
bility prediction is still a big challenge.

In television (TV) white space, unlicensed users need to pe-
riodically access a database to acquire the licensed spectrum
usage. Calef and Cacciapuoti [13] proposed an optimal database
access strategy to update the spectrum availability information,
developed a stochastic analytical framework, and designed an
algorithm able to efficiently compute the optimal strategy. Feng
et al.[14] proposed a hybrid pricing framework for a TV white
space database, through which the database operator optimally
determines pricing parameters in terms of bandwidth reserva-
tion, registration fee, and query plans. Moreover, there are some
excellent works on the mobility control; in [23], Yu et al. pre-
dict mobility through collecting GPS trajectory data, generating
decision trees, and modeling the trees based on mobility reg-
ularities. Furthermore, they introduced the location popularity
and location dependence to improve the prediction ability [24],
[25].

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

An MCADN is modeled as an undirected graph G(V,E),
where V is the union of the SU set (VS ) and the PU set (VP )
such that V = VS

⋃
VP ; E is the union of ES (set of links among

SUs) and EP (set of links among PUs) such that E=ES

⋃
EP .

RT and RI , respectively, denote transmission and interference
ranges with RI = β × RT (β ≥ 2).

Each v∈VS is equipped with q cognitive radios, which
are able to detect available data channels [13], [15]. Each SU
is also equipped with a traditional wireless interface, which
forms a common control channel to transmit control messages,
such as routing packets. In this paper, we assume that all nodes
use an identical transmit power, and any two ways of a link be
symmetrical. Let DC be a set of L orthogonal data channels
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notations Meaning

ev , u A link from SUs v to u

ec
v , u A link-channel pair (i.e., ev , u is assigned a channel c)

ACv (t) The set of available channels of an SU v at a slot t
fk The kth data flow fk =(sk , dk ) (1≤k≤K ), where

sk and dk are source and destination nodes of fk

F The set of all data flows
Iv The set of PUs interfered by an SU v

D
f k
e c

v , u
Delay of fk over a link ev , u and a channel c

T The total transmission time of all data flows
rv Traffic generated by v in a slot
rv , u Traffic transmitting rate over ev , u

Nv Neighbor node set of v

in an MCADN, i.e., DC = {c1 , . . . , cL}, and each channel
ci ∈ DC be assigned an identical bandwidth. As discussed by
Kang et al. [16] and Fadda et al. [17], we assume to use TV
white spaces, where it is realistic to sense the list of PU-free
channels with ideal availability.

Two cognitive nodes v and u interfere with each other if they
use the same channel and ‖u − v‖≤RI . Available channel set
ACv of an SU v changes with time and location due to the
arbitrary appearance of PUs and node mobility. So, we divide
continuous time as a series of discrete time slots and assume that
ACv and network topology keep fixed within any single time
slot. Consequently, the available channel set of a link ev,u ∈ ES

in a slot t is ACv ,u (t)=ACv (t)
⋂

ACu (t).

B. Problem Formulation

The objective of this paper is to find paths with the mini-
mal e2e delay in a multichannel multiflow MCADN. As shown
in Fig. 1, route selection and channel assignment should be
jointly considered. So we introduce the following three deci-
sion variables to indicate channel assignment [18], PU channel
utilization, and path selection, respectively:

xfk
c,ev , u

(t) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 if a channel c is assigned to ev,u for fk

at a time slot t
0 otherwise

yc
p(t) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 if a PU p isusingitslicensedchannel c at
a time slot t

0 otherwise

zfk
ev , u

(t) =
{

1 iffk isbeingtransmittedover ev,u atslot t
0 otherwise.

Other important parameters are described in Table I. We for-
mulate the DMR problem as follows.

Minimize
∑

fk ∈F

∑

ev , u ∈ES

Dfk
ev , u

zfk
ev , u

(t). (1)

Subject to
∑

u∈Nv

(ru,v − rv,u ) + rv = 0, ∀v ∈ VS ; (2)

∑

es k , u ∈E o
s k

zfk
es k , u

(t) = 1, ∀fk ∈ F ; (3)

∑

ew , u ∈E o
w

zfk
ew , u

(t) =
∑

ev , w ∈E i
w

zfk
ev , w

(t), ∀w ∈ VS \ {sk , dk},

∀fk ∈ F ; (4)

xfk
c,ev , u

(t) + yc
p(t) ≤ 1 ,∀ev,u ∈ ES , ∀p ∈ Iv ∪ Iu

∀t ∈ [0, T ] (5)

xfk
c,ev , u

(t) ≤ zfk
ev , u

(t), ∀ev,u ∈ ES , ∀c ∈ DC, ∀t ∈ [0, T ];
(6)

∑

fk ∈F

∑

c∈ACv , u (t)

xfk
c,ev , u

(t) ≤ q, ∀ev,u ∈ ES , ∀c ∈ DC

∀t ∈ [0, T ]; (7)

zfk
ev , u

(t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ev,u ∈ ES , ∀fk ∈ F, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]; (8)

xfk
c,ev , u

(t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ev,u ∈ ES , ∀fk ∈ F, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]

∀c ∈ DC; (9)

yc
p(t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀p ∈ VP , ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀c ∈ DC. (10)

The objective of the DMR optimization in (1) is to minimize
the total e2e delay for all the data flows. Constraint (2) guaran-
tees a flow balance for each SU. Specifically, packets that any
SU v sends out are equal to packets that v receives from its
neighboring nodes plus traffic that v generates itself in a unit
time. Constraints (3) and (4) guarantee that each data flow is
transmitted along a single path from its source to destination.
Specifically, a single path routing is ensured at any source node
by constraint (3) and at any intermediate node by constraint (4).
Here, Eo

sk
is the set of links out of sk . So, (3) means a flow

fk can only be transmitted over one link in Eo
sk

. We assume
that a given node can be used to route packets for different data
flows over different links, but each flow uses only one path from
a source to a destination. Constraint (5) ensures that each SU
will not impact any PU. Constraint (6) ensures that the channel
must be allocated to the links selected in routes. Constraint (7)
ensures that each node occupies at most q channels, where q
is the number of radio equipped on a node. Finally, constraints
(8)–(10) are binary value constraints ensuring that the decision
variable can only take a value of 0 or 1. Note that t in the
above formulation refers to a time slot for path setup and traf-
fic passing; and a data session can be finished in multiple time
slots.

The above-mentioned optimization problem is a nonlin-
ear integer programming problem, in general it is NP-hard.
In this paper, we will propose a heuristic DMR algorithm
in Section V.
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IV. DELAY PREDICTION

The basic principle of our routing protocol is to minimize the
e2e delay. In this section, we present how to predict the delay of
a link-channel ec

v ,u , and then formulate the e2e delay of a path.

In MCADNs, a link-channel delay Dfk
ec

v , u
is mainly caused by

MAT and TT on a channel c. MAT refers to the waiting time
before an SU actually transmits a data packet and TT is the time
from transmitting a data packet to receiving an Acknowledge-
ment (ACK) message. As a result, Dfk

ec
v , u

can be calculated using
the following formula:

Dfk
ec

v , u
= EMATc

v ,u + ETTc
v ,u (11)

where EMATc
v ,u and ETTc

v ,u are EMAT and expected trans-
mission time of ec

v ,u , respectively. So, we have the link delay

Dfk
ev , u

= min{Dfk
ec

v , u
|∀c ∈ ACv ,u (t)}.

A. Expected Transmission Time

In MCADNs, channel interference among links will cause a
packet retransmission, which increases the link delay and fur-
thers the e2e path delay and decreases the network throughput.
Since it is impossible to get accurate MAT and TT in dynam-
ical MCADNs [19], we use the expected transmission time to
measure the packet transmission delay.

Assume that Pc
v,u be the collision probability of a link channel

ec
v ,u and ETXc

v ,u be the expected times that a given packet is
transmitted from v to u on a channel c. We can get ETTc

v ,u and
ETXc

v ,u using (12) and (13), respectively

ETTc
v ,u = ETXc

v ,u × (
T c,DATA

v ,u + T c,ACK
u,v

)
(12)

ETXc
v ,u = 1 × (1 − Pc

v,u ) + 2 × (1 − Pc
v,u ) × Pc

v,u

+ · · · + n × (1 − Pc
v,u ) × (Pc

v,u )n−1 + · · ·

=
1

1 − Pc
v,u

(13)

where T c,ACK
u,v is the time when v receives an ACK message

from u, and T c,DATA
v ,u is the time of transmitting a data packet

over a link channel ec
v ,u ,which can be obtained as follows:

T c,DATA
v ,u =

Spacket

Bc
(14)

where Spacket is the size of a data packet and Bc is the bandwidth
of channel c on the link ev,u . T c,ACK

u,v can be calculated similarly.
As shown in (13), ETXc

v ,u closely depends on the collision
probability Pc

v,u of ec
v ,u . In the following, we present how to

calculate the collision probability Pc
u,v of a link channel ec

v ,u .
In Fig. 2, v is in the transmission range of u, and M1 , M2 ,

M3 , and N3 are in the interference range of u. In MCADNs,
channel collision falls into the following three categories:

1) Data packet collision. M1 sends data packets to N1 ,
meanwhile v sends data packets to u. Data packets from
M1 and v cause collision at u, with the probability P1c

v ,u .
2) ACK collision. N2 sends data packets to M2 , and M2

responds ACKs to N2 . Meanwhile, v sends data packets
to u. In this case, ACK packets from M2 and data packets

Fig. 2. Three categories of collisions.

Fig. 3. Collision probability in the three categories of collisions.
(a) Data packet collision. (b) ACK collision. (c) Data and ACK collisions.

from v cause collision at u. The collision probability is
denoted as P2c

v ,u .
3) Data and ACK collision. M3 sends data packets to N3 ,

and N3 sends ACK packets to M3 . Meanwhile, v sends
data packets to u. So, ACK packets from N3 and data
packets from M3 cause collision with data packets from v.
The collision probability is denoted as P3c

v ,u .
Let u be interfered by a link em,n . Collision categories depend

on the distance between u and ω ∈ {m,n}, and the type of the
packet that ω is sending. If both m and n are in the interference
range of u, the collision is of the third category. If only m is
in the interference range of u, the collision will be of the first
category when m is sending a data packet or the second category
when m is sending an ACK.

Assume that packets be sent in the Poisson distribution.
Specifically, a link channel ec

m,n sends data packets at a rate
λc

m,n , and sends ACK packets at a rate γc
m,n . We can get

the probability Pc
m,n (X = 0) of the link channel ec

m,n , which
refers to the probability of ec

m,n sending zero packet in a unit
time, in the formulas (15) and (16). As a result, the probability
Pc

m,n (X = 0, t = T ) that ec
m,n sends zero packet during T slots

can be formulated in formulas (17) and (18):

Pc,DATA
m,n (X = 0) = exp {−λc

m,n} (15)

Pc,ACK
m,n (X = 0) = exp {−γc

m,n} (16)

Pc,DATA
m,n (X = 0, t = T ) = (exp {−λc

m,n})T (17)

Pc,ACK
m,n (X = 0, t = T ) = (exp {−γc

m,n})T . (18)

Without loss of generality, we suppose that v starts sending
data packets to u at a time slot t1 , as shown in Fig. 3(a). If M1
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sends data packets to N1 during the time interval (0, t2 ], data
packets from v to u and data packets from M1 to N1 will conflict
at u. Otherwise, no collision occurs. So, we can calculate the
P1c

v ,u as follows:

P1c
v ,u = 1 − Pc,DATA

M 1 ,N1

(
X = 0, t = T c,DATA

M 1 ,N1
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)

= 1 − exp
{
−λc

M 1 ,N1

(
T c,DATA

M 1 ,N1
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)}
.

(19)

Similarly, we can get P2c
v ,u and P3c

v ,u with formulas (20)
and (21), as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively:

P2c
v ,u = 1 − Pc,ACK

N2 ,M 2

(
X = 0, t = T c,ACK

N2 ,M 2
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)

= 1 − exp
{
− γc

N2 ,M 2

(
T c,ACK

N2 ,M 2
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)
(20)

P3c
v ,u = 1 − Pc,DATA

M 3 ,N3

(
X = 0, t =

(
T c,DATA

M 3 ,N3
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

))

× Pc,ACK
N3 ,M 3

(
X = 0, t =

(
T c,ACK

N3 ,M 3
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

))

= 1 − exp
{
−

{
λc

M 3 ,N3

(
T c,DATA

M 3 ,N3
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)

+ γc
N3 ,M 3

(
T c,ACK

N3 ,M 3
+ T c,DATA

v ,u

)}
. (21)

Assume that channel collisions be independent of each other
so that we can get Pc

v,u using the following:

Pc
v,u = 1 −

∏

ec
m , n ∈I 1 (ec

v , u )

exp
{
− λc

m,n

(
T c,DATA

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)}

×
∏

ec
m , n ∈I 2 (ec

v , u )

exp
{
− γc

m,n

(
T c,ACK

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)}

×
∏

ec
m , n ∈I 3 (ec

v , u )

exp
{
−

{
λc

m,n

(
T c,DATA

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)

+ γc
m,n

(
T c,ACK

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)}}

≈
∑

ec
m , n ∈I 1 (ec

v , u )

λc
m,n

(
T c,DATA

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)

+
∑

ec
m , n ∈I 2 (ec

v , u )

γc
m,n

(
T c,ACK

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)

+
∑

ec
m , n ∈I 3 (ec

v , u )

λc
m,n

(
T c,DATA

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)

+ γc
m,n

(
T c,ACK

m,n + T c,DATA
v ,u

)
(22)

where Ik (ec
v ,u )(k = 1, 2, 3) denotes the set of three kinds of

interfering links, illustrated in Fig. 2.

B. Expected Media Access Time

In time-slot-based MCADNs, all nodes are synchronized; and
every transmission starts at the beginning of a slot. When a node
attempts to send a packet, it needs to wait for some time slots,
which are randomly selected from {0, 1, . . . ,W0 − 1}, where

W0 is an integer representing the initial contention window
size. Whenever a collision occurs, the contention window size
increases r times through the backoff algorithm so that the
collision probability in the next transmission will significantly
be decreased. So the total number of waiting time slots can be
used to estimate the EMAT. Based on [20], we use the following
formula to calculate the EMAT:

D∑ c

v ,u
=

1
2

(
1

1 − Pc
v,u

+
W0

1 − r × Pc
v,u

)

− 1 (23)

EMATc
v ,u = D∑ c

v ,u
× slot (24)

where D∑ c

v ,u
is the average number of waiting time slots for a

link channel ec
v ,u ; Pc

v,u is the collision probability of ec
v ,u ; slot

is a waiting time unit; and r is the expand factor of W0 . Note
that a similar procedure is adopted for the ACKs.

C. Expected e2e Path Delay

According to Sections IV-A and IV-B, we can calculate the
link delay in formula (11) in terms of the collision probability.
Now, it is easy to calculate the e2e path delay Dfk

path for a flow
fk by accumulating the delay of links involved in the path,
formulated as

Dfk

path =
∑

ev , u ∈fk

Dfk
ev , u

. (25)

V. JOINT ROUTING AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT BASED ON

THE MINIMAL PATH DELAY

In this section, we present our DMR protocol, using the e2e
path delay Dfk

path in (25) as the routing metric. In our DMR, each
cognitive node makes decisions on route selection and channel
assignment based on its local information.

A. Link Stability Prediction

Besides the signal interference, in MCADNs, the duration of
a link ev,u also significantly suffers from the relative movement
of v and u, and PU activation. So we need to predict maximal
lifetime MLTc

v ,u of a link channel ec
v ,u due to node mobility and

PU activities. If MLTc
v ,u<Dfk

ec
v , u

, ev,u should not be involved in
the route.

We first assume that the node mobility follows the random
waypoint model. When the distance dv,u (t) between v and
u is equal to RT , t reaches the mobility duration Tv,u . So,
we can solve Tv,u through setting dv,u (t) = RT . Similarly, let
dv,m (t) = RI , we can easily make sure the longest duration
T c

v,PUm
that measures how long node v using channel c will

interfere with PUm , where PUm is using its channel c. Note
that we suppose different PUs use different licensed channels in
an MCADN. If Tv,u ≤ T c

v,PUm
, node v will not affect any PU

because ev,u has lost before it interferes with PUm . Then, we
can get MLTc

v ,u as follows:

MLTc
v ,u = min{Tv,u , T c

v ,PUm
, T c

u,PUm
}. (26)

Next, we introduce a probability to capture random changes of
the nodes’ velocity [21]. Let P (MLTc

v ,u ) refer to the probability
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TABLE II
RREQ MESSAGE FORMAT

Type Reserved Hop count RREQ id

Destination address Originator address
Destination sequence number Originator sequence number

Total delay

channelClsPro[0] channelClsPro[1]

...

channelClsPro[10] channelClsPro[11]
Node address Link channel Link delay

that link channel ec
u,v is available by the end of MLTc

v ,u . It can
be estimated as

P (MLTc
v ,u ) ≈ e−λMLTc

v , u ×e−λτ

+ ζ(1 − e−λMLTc
v , u ) (27)

where λ−1 is the mean epoch of nodes; and τ and ζ can be
estimated by measurement.

MLTc
v ,u is the maximal time period that a currently available

link can keep if no change in velocities occurs. P (MLTc
v ,u )

captures possible changes in velocities that may occur during the
period MLTc

v ,u . So, we predict the expected maximal lifetime
EMLTc

v ,u of ec
v ,u with the formula (28), which considers random

changes of nodes’ speeds and directions:

EMLTc
v ,u = MLTc

u,u × P (MLTc
u,u ). (28)

B. DMR Protocol

In the DMR protocol, each node keeps a table to record the
collision probability of its available channels. In the initial pe-
riod, the collision probability of each available channel is set
as 0. After sending packets for a period, each node can record
the collision probability of parts of available channels by which
the node sent packets. For the other available channels, which
have not been used to send packets, cognitive nodes within the
interference range can use hello packets to exchange the channel
information (e.g., rate of sending data packets and ACK pack-
ets on the channel) and calculate the collision probability using
formulas (22) and (29). We can get the collision probability Pc

v

of v on each available channel c using the following:

Pc
v = 1 −

∏

u∈Nv

(1 − Pc
v,u ) (29)

where Nv denotes the set of neighboring nodes of v.
1) Joint Path Selection and Channel Assignment: It

consists of two phases: routing request (RREQ) described in
Algorithm 1 and route setup in Algorithm 2. The latter inserts a
path found in Algorithm 1 into routing tables of involved nodes.

Initially, a source node sk broadcasts an RREQ packet with
the format presented in Table II. On receiving an RREQ packet,
a relay node v performs the DMR algorithm, which will be run
hop by hop until a destination dk is reached in a distributed
fashion. Algorithm 1 describes the process of route discovery,
where rq and rp are RREQ and routing reply (RREP) packets,
respectively; p.delay refers to the total transmission time from
sk to the relay node v, i.e., “total delay” in RREQ and RREP

Algorithm 1: Joint routing and channel assignment.
Input: RREQ packet p for a flow fk

1: if (v = rq.src) then
2: drop p
3: return
4: end if
5: minDelay = ∞
6: minChannel = 0
7: for (∀c ∈ ACv ,u (t)) do
8: calculate Dfk

ec
u , v

using (11)
9: calculate EMLTc

u,v using (28)

10: if (EMLTc
u,v > p.delay + Dfk

ec
u , v

)∧
(Dfk

ec
u , v

≤ minDelay) then

11: minDelay = Dfk
ec

u , v

12: minChannel = c
13: end if
14: end for
15: p.delay += minDelay
16: get reverse route rtsrc from v’s routing table
17: get route rtdest from v’s routing table
18: if (rtsrc = NULL) ∨ (rtsrc.delay ≥ p.delay) then
19: update rtsrc

20: else
21: return
22: end if
23: if (v = p.rp dest) ∨ (rtdest = NULL) then
24: replay an RREP packet with rtsrc

25: else
26: broadcast p
27: end if

packets; and ACv ,u (t) is the available channel set of ev,u in a
slot t.

During a route setup, cognitive nodes use the DMR algorithm
to carry out its local optimal choice hop by hop toward a
destination node. As shown in Algorithm 1, when a node v
receives an RREQ packet for a flow fk=(sk , dk ) from its
upstream node u, it deals with the RREQ packet as follows:

1) v checks if it is sk . If v = sk , it drops the RREQ packet.
2) v uses the information in the RREQ packet to calculate

the link delay Dfk
ec

u , v
of eu,v for each available channel

c. If EMLTc
u,v > p.delay + Dfk

ec
u , v

, it means that the link
channel ec

u,v can be used in the route. Then, v assigns a
channel with the minimal link delay (minDelay) for eu,v .

3) v accumulates the minDelay to the delay p.delay. If the
expected delay is smaller than the previous delay in the
route table, v will replace the old reverse route with the
new reverse route from sk to v.

4) If v has a route to dk in its route table or v is dk , v makes
an RREP packet and sends it along with a current reverse
route. Otherwise, it will broadcast RREQ. The format of
the RREP packet is shown in Table III.

Algorithm 1 chooses the best link channel ec
u,v hop by hop.

Finally, we can get a selected path with minimal e2e delay and
assigned channels from sk to dk , summarized in Theorem 1.
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TABLE III
RREP MESSAGE FORMAT

Type Reserved Hop count

RREQ id

Destination address Destination sequence number
Originator address Originator sequence number

Total delay

Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 can get a path Pmin
fk

with the
minimal e2e delay for any flow fk .

‘
Proof: We use a contradiction to proof Theorem 1.
Let there be a path Pmin

fk
with a minimal e2e delay that cannot

be found out by Algorithm 1. It could be weeded out only in
steps 2 and 21. Let delay(P ) denote the delay of a path P .

1) Let Pmin
fk

be weeded out in step 2 when v receives RREQ
from u (v and u are intermediate nodes of Pmin

fk
). So,

we can deduce that the path Pmin
fk

= sk → · · · → u →
v → · · · → dk and v is sk . Then, we can find a new path
P

′
= v → · · · → dk that is just a subpath of Pmin

fk
. This

means that the e2e delay of path P is smaller than that of
Pmin

fk
. This conclusion contradicts with the assumption.

2) If Pmin
fk

is weeded out in step 21 when v receive an RREQ
packet from u, we have the path Pmin

fk
= sk → · · · →

u → v → · · · → dk = Psub1 + Psub2 , where Psub1 =
sk → · · · → u → v and Psub2 = v → · · · → dk . Since
Pmin

fk
was weeded out at line 21, there is another path

P
′

from sk to node v with delay(P
′
) < delay(Psub1).

So we can deduce that there is a new path P
′′
= P

′
+

Psub2 . And delay(P
′′
) = delay(P

′
) + delay(Psub2) <

delay(Psub1) + delay(Psub2) = delay(Pmin
fk

). This is
also contradicted with the assumption that the path Pmin

fk

has the minimum delay.
Moreover, steps 7–14 in Algorithm 1 guarantee that the se-

lected relay v ∈ Nu enables the link channel ec
u,v to have the

minimal link delay Dfk
ec

u , v
among all neighbors of u. And steps

18–22 update routing tables of all relays with the route that
has the minimal path delay. Consequently, these steps enable
Algorithm 1 to preserve the relay-beneficial condition, the strict
preference preservation, and the relay order optimality. So, we
can conclude that Algorithm 1 can choose the path Pmin

fk
with a

minimal e2e delay for any flow fk . Here, the minimal e2e delay
refers to the solution solved by Algorithms 1 and 2. In fact, it is
a suboptimal solution. �

2) Route Setup: When a node u receives an RREP packet
from a node v, it deals with the RREP packet using Algorithm
2 with the following steps.

1) u gets the route to the source node rtsrc (i.e., sk ) and the
route to the destination node rtdest (i.e., dk ) from its route
table. Note that rtdest might be null.

2) If u is the source node and the delay in the RREP packet
is lower than that in rtdest , u updates its route table.

Algorithm 2: Route setup.
Input: RREP packet p for flow fk

1: get route rtdest from route table
2: get reverse route rtsrc from route table
3: if ((u = p.rpsrc) ∧ (p.delay < rpsrc.delay)) then
4: update rtdest
5: else
6: if (rtdest = NULL) then
7: insert a new rtdest into route table
8: end if
9: if (p.delay − rtsrc.delay < rtdest .delay) then

10: update rtdest
11: end if
12: end if
13: forward p with the route rtsrc

Fig. 4. Channel collision tables of SUs. (a) Initially. (b) During path
setup.

3) If u is not the source node, it updates its route to rtdest in
a route table based on the RREP packet. u forwards this
RREP packet to the next hop using rtsrc.

C. Case Study

We use the scenario described in Section I to illustrate our
DMR protocol.

At the beginning of the DMR, each cognitive node in the
network has no route record in its route table, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). And the collision probability of each available channel
is 0, as shown in Fig. 4(a). When SUs attempts to send packets
to SUd , each node’s channel collision probability is shown in
Fig. 4(b).

When the RREQ reaches SU1 , SU1 calculates the mini-
mal link delay = 104 ms from SUs to itself [according to
the channel collision probability table shown in Fig. 4(b)].
SU1 first records the reverse route to SUs in its route ta-
ble, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Then, it accumulates the RREQ
delay, and records its channel collision probability table and
link-channel selection SUs

c3−→ SU1 into RREQ. Finally, SU1
broadcasts the RREQ. When RREQ reaches SU3–SU6 they
just carry out the similar work as SU1 . SU2 does not broad-
cast RREQ because it has no any available channel. We suppose
that the RREQ packet on Pfk

2 = SUs
c2−→ SU4

c3−→ SU6
c1−→ SUd

first reaches SUd . SUd just carries out the similar work as
SU1 , then makes RREP packet for the path Pfk

2 and sends
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Fig. 5. Route tables of SUs. (a) Initially. (b) P
fk
2 RREQ reached SUd .

(c) P
fk
3 RREQ reached SUd and P

fk
2 RREP reached SUs . (d) P

fk
3

RREP reached SUs .

it using Pfk

2 . At the same time, another RREQ packet on
Pfk

3 = SUs
c1−→ SU3

c3−→ SU5
c2−→ SUd reaches SU5 . All nodes’

route tables are shown in Fig. 5(b).
When the second RREQ packet reaches SUd , it also calculates

the link delay Delayc1
e5 , d

= 92 ms, and accumulates delay in the

RREQ packet. Then, SUd realizes that the e2e delay of Pfk

3 =
SUs → SU3 → SU5 → SUd is smaller than that of Pfk

2 . So,
SUd replaces Pfk

2 with Pfk

3 in its route table, as shown in
Fig. 5(c). By the way, when the RREP packet of Pfk

2 reaches
SU4 , SU6 , and SUs , they record the path Pfk

2 to node SUd in
their route tables. Note that SUs records Pfk

2 in its route table
because Pfk

2 RREP reaches SUs earlier than Pfk

3 , shown in
Fig. 5(c).

Finally, when the Pfk

3 RREP reaches SUs , SUs also realizes
that the e2e delay of Pfk

3 is smaller than that of Pfk

2 , and ac-
cordingly replaces Pfk

2 with Pfk

3 in its route table, as shown in
Fig. 5(d). At this moment, DMR ends and SUs finds a path to
SUd with the minimal e2e delay.

D. Local Route Repair

When a route fails at the link channel ec
v ,u , v broadcasts

a route error packet (includes the disabled link channel ec
v ,u ,

destination dk , and collision probability of available channels
of v) to neighbors. When a neighbor nv ∈ Nv receives the route
error packet, nv performs a local route repair as follows:

1) nv checks its route table. If there is a route using the link
ev,u and the channel c, nv removes this route in its route
table.

2) If there is still an active route to the destination node in
the route table of nv , nv replies with an error response
packet (include a minimal link-channel delay Dfk

ec
v , n v

,

TABLE IV
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters Value

Number of PUs 2
Number of SUs 60
Number of data flows 8
Number of channels 8
Transmission range 125 m
Interference range 250 m
Initial content window (w 0 ) 256
Length of a slot 50μ s
Maximal speed 10 m/s

path Pfk

nv ,dk
from nv to destination node, and the e2e

delay of Pfk

nv ,dk
) to node v.

3) Whenever v receives an error response packet, if there is
no usable route to destination or new e2e delay is better
than old one, v updates its route table and sends this route
to the source node along with the reverse route.

4) If v does not receive any error response packet from its
neighbors, v notifies the upstream node w. Node w does
the same local route repair as node v.

5) If the route error packet reaches the source node sk , sk

will make a route request packet once more and use the
DMR protocol to get the minimal e2e delay path.

VI. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

We developed a simulation system, which was built on the
network simulator V2 (NS2) with multiradio multichannel ex-
tensions, to evaluate our DMR protocol. First, we describe the
simulation system setting. We, then, comprehensively evaluate
our DMR by comparing it with the related and the most recent
proposals in terms of various performance metrics.

A. Simulation System Setting

In our system, PUs and SUs are randomly deployed in an
area of 2500 m × 2500 m. Both SUs and PUs move at a speed
randomly distributed in [0,Vmax]. Channels comply with the two-
way Rayleigh model. Signal propagation was set as a two-ray
ground reflection model. SUs and PUs were set at the same trans-
mission radius and interference range. Each PU was assigned a
fixed data channel, which was randomly used.

Each SU has multiple available data channels. In the experi-
ments, we tested different performance metrics for 1000 s. Each
flow is generated through an NS2-based FTP data generator. A
slot is one basic waiting time unit in (24) and we use the default
setting slot = 50 μ s. The simulated raw bit rate is set as 1Mbps.
More parameters are listed in Table IV.

B. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate our DMR protocol by comparing it with the
well-known routing protocols for cognitive networks.

1) STODRP [10]. STODRP uses the ETT, protocol delay,
and channel access delay as a routing metric. It builds a
spectrum tree STc for each available channel c and adds
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Fig. 6. Performance with the number of channels. (a) Average e2e
delay. (b) Average throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

the nodes with the available channel c into STc . Whenever
a node sk wants to start a flow, it first sends a route request
to a root node rc . If the destination node dk is in the same
spectrum tree, sk sends RREQ in the local spectrum tree.
Otherwise, rc chooses an interspectrum node v with the
shortest queuing size to relay packets from sk .

2) WCETT (weighted cumulative expected transmission
time) [22]. It is also a delay-oriented routing protocol.
WCETT establishes routes such as Ad hoc On-demand
Distance Vector Routing (AODV), and it considers ETT
and channel interference only along an intraflow. How-
ever, it does not consider channel interference among
interflows. So, channel interference among interflows in-
creases sharply in WCETT as the number of flows in-
creases. Besides, WCETT does not propose an effective
channel collision model to estimate ETT.

In the following, we evaluate how various performance met-
rics of the three protocols change with the number of channels,
PUs, SUs, flows, speed, and transmission rate.

1) Performance With Channels: The number of channels
significantly affects the e2e performance. As shown in Fig. 6(a)
and (b), as more channels are added into the network, e2e delay
and average throughput, respectively, decrease and increase step
by step in the three proposals. But, our DMR always exhibits
the shortest e2e delay and the highest throughput among them.
As the number of channels increases, for example, the e2e delay
in STODRP is around 12% longer than that in our DMR [see
Fig. 6(a)] and throughput in our DMR is around 13% higher than
that in STODRP on an average [see Fig. 6(b)]. The reason is that
our DMR always selects a route with the shortest e2e delay, and
assigns conflict-free channels for data flows. Instead, WCETT
does not consider how to avoid interference among interflows,
which increases the e2e delay and decreases the throughput.
In STODRP, the more the channels added, the more spectrum
trees need to be built and updated at each root node, which
significantly impact e2e delay and throughput.

Fig. 7. Performance with the number of PUs. (a) Average e2e delay.
(b) Average throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

From Fig. 6(c), we can find that more channels can reduce
the packet loss rate in the three schemes. STODRP records
information of each node so that it can decrease the packet loss
rate by choosing the node with the shortest queue to transmit
packets. When the number of channels is up to 6, however, our
DMR will outperform both STODRP and WCETT in terms of
the packet loss rate because spectrum trees impose too high
building and updating cost in STODRP.

2) Performance With PU Number: In cognitive net-
works, more PUs will bring higher uncertainty of links among
SUs because SUs cannot affect communications of any PU. As
shown in Fig. 7, as the number of PUs increases, both e2e delay
and loss rate increase, and throughput decreases in the three pro-
posals. However, our DMR always outperforms STODRP and
WCETT. From Fig. 7, for example, the e2e delay in STODRP
is around 35% longer than that in our DMR and the throughput
in our DMR is around 37.5% higher than that in STODRP on
the average as the number of PUs increases. The reason is that
maintaining spectrum trees in STODRP will become more and
more complex with increase in PU number because STODRP
tries to use spectrum availability to partition cognitive nodes
into different spectrum trees. So the e2e delay, throughput, and
packet loss rate in STODRP become worse than those in DMR,
as shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c). Similarly, the more the PUs added
in the network, the more seriously the performance in WCETT
will be affected. The reason is that WCETT focuses on how
to explicitly account for the interference among links that use
the same channel [22] rather than how to assign conflict-free
channels.

3) Performance With SU Number: We used different
number of SUs to test the three proposals. As shown in Fig. 8,
average delay, throughput, and packet loss rate all increase as
SUs increase. But our DMR can always perform the lowest
delay and packet loss rate and the highest throughput among
the three proposals in all scenarios. Note that we increased two
more flows whenever we increased ten SUs.
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Fig. 8. Performance with the number of SUs. (a) Average e2e delay.
(b) Average throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

In STODRP, more secondary nodes mean a more complex
spectrum tree because each root node records more information
and the process of a spectrum route request between different
spectrum trees causes high cost. So, STODRP exhibits a lower
throughput than DMR. WCETT just uses the calculated ETT
as its route metric so that it cannot estimate the e2e delay ac-
curately. So, the e2e delay in WCETT is longer than that in
DMR and STODRP. Moreover, WCETT does not consider how
to avoid channel interference between interflows so that more
data flow will result in higher packet loss rate. Note that the
e2e delay increases with the number of SUs because hops will
accordingly increase in a pair of given source and destination,
which results in more serious signal interference among these
nodes involved in routes. On the other hand, more dense nodes
enable the route setup more quickly so that the average through-
put also accordingly increases.

4) Performance With Data Flows: In a given network,
more flows will potentially cause more signal conflict. From
Fig. 9, we can find that as data flows increase, average e2e delay,
throughput, and packet loss rate increase in all proposals. Our
DMR, however, always exhibit better performance than STO-
DRP and WCETT. The reason is that both DMR and STODRP
consider channel collision among different flows but WCETT
does not take it into account. So, WCETT exhibits higher e2e
delay and packet loss rate, and lower throughput than other two
proposals due to serious channel interference.

After analyzing the results in Fig. 9, we can conclude that
building and updating spectrum trees in STODRP introduce
high cost and our DMR has higher performance. The reason is
that as flows increase, channel competition among these flows
become more and more serious so that available channels of
each node change sharply. So, building and updating spectrum
trees in STODRP inevitably become more frequent. Note that
e2e delay increases with the number of flows because the inter-
ference among these flows will become more serious in given
channels. On the other hand, more flows also increase traffic
and throughput before the network becomes congested.

Fig. 9. Performance with the number of data flows. (a) Average e2e
delay. (b) Average throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

Fig. 10. Performance with the speed. (a) Average e2e delay. (b) Aver-
age throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

5) Performance With Speed: In Fig. 10, we used different
speeds to test three routing algorithms. As shown in Fig. 10, as
the maximal speed increases, both e2e delay and packet loss rate
increase, and throughput decreases. The reason is that our DMR
considers node mobility but WCETT and STODRP do not take
this consideration into account. So path duration in WCETT and
STODRP is lower than that in our DMR. As a result, our DMR
exhibits the best packet loss rate, throughput, and e2e delay in
these proposals, shown in Fig. 10(a), (b), and (c) respectively.

6) Performance With Transmission Rate: Fig. 11 shows
how performances change with packet transmission rates. Our
DMR outperforms STODRP and WCETT in all scenarios.
Specifically, our DMR exhibits lower e2e delay shown in
Fig. 11(a) and packet loss rate shown in Fig. 11(c), and higher
throughput shown in Fig. 11(b). Particularly, WCETT and STO-
DRP both increase the delay apparently, and increase throughput
slowly as transmission rate increases. The reason is that STO-
DRP and WCETT cannot effectively avoid channel interference
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Fig. 11. Performance with the transmission rate. (a) Average e2e delay.
(b) Average throughput. (c) Packet loss rate.

and do not calculate the media access delay efficiently. Instead,
our DMR can predict the e2e delay precisely and assign
conflict-free channels.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the DMR protocol that jointly se-
lects routes and assigns channels based on the delay prediction
in MCADNs. First, we propose an e2e delay model, which con-
sists of the EMAT and expected transmission time, to predict an
e2e delay in the collision probability. Second, we design a novel
routing metric using the e2e path delay. Finally, we develop a
heuristic routing algorithm that jointly explores routes with the
minimal e2e delay and assigns channels in MCADNs for time-
critical applications. NS2-based simulation results demonstrate
that our DMR significantly outperforms related proposals in
terms of average e2e delay, throughput, and packet loss rate.

As a part of our future work, we will improve our delay model
through extending flow scheduling in intermediate nodes.
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